UAE Exchange presents Fan of the Week Facebook contest
Post interesting stuff on the UAE Exchange Facebook page
Win an iPad 2 every week in April
Online PR News â€“ 05-April-2012 â€“ Hang out at the UAE Exchange page on Facebook, in April, and you
could walk away with an iPad 2 every week. UAE Exchange, the leading global remittance and foreign
exchange brand presents Fan of the week - a contest, exclusively for its Facebook fans. This exciting
promotion will run till December 2012, with each month offering a different prize including iPads, Galaxy Tabs
etc. To qualify, visitors need to like the UAE Exchange Facebook fan page, post interesting stuff on its wall,
and interact with various fun and information posted on the page.
Â
We are extremely glad that we are nearing 50,000 fans on our Facebook page. The strong online community
that we could build in a very short period, goes to show that the brand is equally popular with the younger
generation, which is active in the online social media space. said Mr. Y Sudhir Kumar Shetty, COO - Global
Operations, UAE Exchange.
Â
We have been regularly conducting online contests and promotions, which have received overwhelming
response from our online community. We offer this promotion to all our customers, who connect with our
brand in the online space, and is meant to bring greater value and happiness to them. We are thankful to our
partners, who have helped in making this contest exciting for our online community. he added.
Â
UAE Exchange, which has a strong online presence, is one of the largest networked remittance brands in the
world, with close to 600 direct offices in 30 countries across five continents. Its strong correspondent banking
relationship with over 150 global banks adds to the might.
Â
The remittance major offers the widest range of services backed by state-of-the-art technology. Its services
meet the financial needs of its 3.5 million plus customers, worldwide. The range includes Xpress Money, the
instant money transfer service with over 1,35,000 payout locations in more than 125 countries; FLASHremit,
the real-time bank account credit service; Money2anywhere.com, the convenient online money transfer portal
through which money can be sent to any corner of the world in just a few clicks; Smart Pay, the
WPS-compliant leading payroll solution; and XPay, the online bill payment service using mobile phone.
These popular services have made UAE Exchange a true financial supermarket.
For more information on our latest products or to participate in this exciting contest, join us on Facebook,
www.facebook.com/uaeexchange
Â
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